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Abstract. Decision making in information systems increasingly relies on 
analyses of data in visual formats which are created from distributed 
heterogeneous data belonging to the separate organizations. This paper presents 
distributed service architecture for creating and managing the production of 
knowledge from distributed collections of data sources through integrated data-
views. Web Services provide key low level capability but do not define an 
information or data architecture. These are left to domain specific capabilities 
metadata and domain specific common data model. Datasets are considered to 
be defined with domain specific spatial and non-spatial attributes for displaying 
and querying. We propose blueprint architecture and define the principles and 
requirements for general information systems domains. 
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1 Introduction 

The World Wide Web and its associated Web programming models have 
revolutionized accessibility to data/information sources. At the same time, numerous 
incompatible data formats, data heterogeneity (both the data types and storage 
formats), and machine un-readability of data limit data integration and federation [1]. 
The seamless integration and sharing of data from distributed heterogeneous data 
sources have been the major challenges of information system communities and 
decision support systems [2]. In order to be able to integrate and share 
data/information, data sources need to be in interoperable formats and provide 
standard service interfaces interacted with standard message formats and transport 
protocols. The interoperability issues have been studied by many public and private 
organizations over the last two decades at the data and service levels. Among these 
are the Web Service standards (WS-I) [3] for cross-language, platform and operating 
systems, and International Virtual Observatory Alliance (IVOA) [4]  and Open 
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Geospatial Consortium (OGC) [5] for defining domain specific data model and online 
service definitions in Astronomy and Geographic Information Systems (GIS), 
respectively. 

Information systems are mostly used by decision makers coming from various 
kinds of domains and from various expert levels. Decision making increasingly relies 
on analyses of data in visual formats such as images, animations, etc. Most of the 
analyses include creation of integrated data views in which data sources provided by 
heterogeneous services. By this way decision makers query the heterogeneous data 
sources as a single resource. This removes the hassle of individually accessing each 
data source. 

Decision making in Information systems mostly require integrating multiple 
heterogeneous data sets from various heterogeneous resources, and analyzing them 
from a single access point by visualization tools. There are many ad-hoc solution-
frameworks developed for application specific purposes [6,7]. However, no one 
defines such a framework in terms of requirements and constraints. Katsis et al. [8] 
defines view-based integration issues from the point of global and local data format 
heterogeneities. They specify the relationship of sources with the global view. They 
determine that view-based integration systems follow global as view (GAV), Local 
As view (LAV) and Global and Local as View (GLAV) approaches.  In GAV, the 
global database (schema) is expressed as a function of the local database (schema). 
LAV on the other hand follows the opposite direction. Finally GLAV is 
generalization of the two. Another closely related work is visual integration tool for 
heterogeneous data types by unified vectorization [9]. They propose a visual data 
integration technique to aid the end-users to identify semantically similar data 
attributes in a semi-automated fashion. This is achieved by using Self Organizing 
Map (SOM) to classify unfamiliar database entities. SOM is mostly used in text 
visualization related works, and applied in various projects. 

We propose a framework for chaining data and visualization Web Services for 
decision making in information systems. The proposed framework is actually based on 
the idea of the Data-Information-Knowledge-Wisdom hierarchy (DIKW) [10,11]. In 
DIKW, wisdom is defined in terms of knowledge, knowledge in terms of information 
and information in terms of data. The system does not allow actual physical data 
integration. Physical integration results in both high data maintenance and storage costs. 
Therefore, it is better to keep data sets at their originating sources and maintain their 
internal structures. This enables large degree of autonomy. Individual data sets are 
integrated to the system through mediator services (see Fig. 1). 

Web Services provide key low level capability but do not define an information or 
data architecture. These are left to domain specific capabilities metadata and domain 
specific common data model. Each-domain has different set of attributes for the data 
and its model is defined in core language. These are defined by standard bodies of the 
corresponding domain. Cross-domain interoperability issues are not handled in this 
paper. 
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The architecture proposed in this paper is a high level architecture that consists of 

abstract components and explains their data flow and components’ interactions. In 
this section, we focus on the principles and requirements in terms of data and service 
interfaces in any information system domains. It should be noted that this abstract 
architecture is intended to be domain-specific.  That is, it may be realized in 
chemistry or astronomy, for example, but we are not suggesting cross-domain 
interoperability. 

ASIS consists of two groups of filter-like Web Services. These are Application 
Specific Feature Service (ASFS), which is actually a data service, and Application 
Specific Visualization Service (ASVS), which is actually a display service. These 
services also behave as mediators. ASFS perform their mediation services with 
adaptors converting any data to common data model encoded in application specific 
language (ASL) (number 1 in Fig. 2). ASFS also mediate resource specific 
heterogeneous service interfaces with standard service interfaces (number 2 in Fig. 2). 
Standard service API enables querying on data (e.g. GetASL) and their metadata (e.g. 
GetCapabilities). On the other hand, ASVS mediate any data in common data model 
(ASL) and convert into a visual format (an image) with pre-defined attributes such as 
bounding boxes, projections and resolutions (number 3 in Fig. 2). ASVS also enables 
querying of ASL through visual image representations through standard service 
interfaces (number 4 in Fig. 2). Those interfaces enable performing attribute-based 
querying of ASL through displays.  ASVS also provide service interfaces to list the 
available ASL data with their attributes, which enables clients to make appropriate 
queries. 

ASIS is a proposed solution to heterogeneous data integration. This solution 
enables inter-service communication through well-defined service interfaces, message 
formats and capabilities metadata. Data and service integration is done through 
capability federation of these services.  ASFS and ASVS are Web Services, and each 
service is described by corresponding generic metadata descriptions that can be 
queried through Web Service invocations.  In addition to allowing service discovery, 
this approach also enables at least three important qualities of services. First, services 
of the same type that provide a subset of the request can be combined into a “super-
service” that spans the query space and has the aggregate functionality of its member 
services.  Second, the capability metadata can be used to determine how to combine 
services into filter chains with interconnected input-output ports. Third (and building 
on the previous two), capabilities of super-services can be broken into smaller, self-
contained capabilities that can be associated with specific services.  This enables 
performance gains through load-balancing. 

ASFS and ASVS are filter-like Web Services and communicate with each other 
through capability metadata exchange interface. Capability metadata defines service 
and data attributes, and their constraints and limitations to enable clients to make 
valid queries and get expected results. Being a Web Service enables filter services to 
publish their interfaces, locate each other and chain together easily. Filters have inter-
service capabilities and are chainable. If the filter is capable of communicating and 
obtaining data from other filters, and updates (or aggregates) its capability metadata 
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with these data (after capability files exchange), then it can claim that it serves these 
data. Filter Services are information/data services that enable distributed 
data/information access, querying and transformation through their predictable 
input/output interfaces defined by capability document. Filter located in the same 
community network can update their capability metadata dynamically through the 
standard service interface of the filters (e.g. getCapabilities). In addition, dynamically 
updating capabilities of filters enable removal of obsolete data or down filters. 
Capabilities metadata and ASL are closely related to each other. One defines the 
domain-specific data and other defines the query and response constraints over the 
service and data provided. 

ASVS must visualize information and provide a way of navigating ASFS and their 
underlying database. ASVS must provide human readable information such as text 
and graphs (scalable vector graphic (SVG) [12] or portable network graphic (PNG) 
[13]) images. These are final outputs of the system and might be called as knowledge. 
ASVS defines the knowledge (formats, types etc.) in terms of what data needs to be 
rendered from what services. Services are basically ASFS and possibly other ASVS. 
This definition is done in ASVS’s capability metadata. An ASFS is an annotation 
service providing heterogeneous data in common data model with an attribute-based 
query capability. ASFS serves data in ASL, which must be realized as a domain 
specific XML-encoded common data model containing content and representation 
tags. Heterogeneity in queries and data formats is handled through resource specific 
mediators. ASL is a domain specific encoding of common data defining the query and 
response constraints over the service and data provided. 

A sample scenario to apply the presented framework can be given in GIS domain. 
Pattern Informatics (PI) [14] is a project on earthquake forecasting. In PI, data sets are 
earthquake seismic data records collected from sensors. ASFS provide data records in 
global data format with attribute and spatial based standard queries. ASFS overlay 
seismic data records and earthquake forecast values [15] on satellite map images and 
enable interactive visual querying. Depending on the magnitudes of expected 
earthquake seismicity, maps are also possibly overlaid with hot-spot plots in colored 
boxes. 

3 Inter-service Communications 

Inter-service communication is achieved through common service interfaces and 
capability metadata exchange. The standard service interfaces can be grouped into 
three types: a) capability metadata exchange: inter-service communication (set-up 
stage); b) interactive data display: selecting layer composition and bounding box 
regions; and c) querying of data itself over the display, getting further information 
about the data content and attributes. 

As mentioned before, capability helps clients make valid requests for its successive 
queries. Capability basically provides information about the data sets and operations 
available on them with communication protocols, return types, attribute based 
constraints, etc. Each domain has different set of attributes for the data and it is 
defined in ASL common data model. For example, in GIS domain, attributes might be 
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bounding box values (defining a range query for data sets falling in a rectangular 
region) and coordinate reference system. 

Standard requests/query instances for the standard service interfaces are created 
according to the standard agreed-on request schemas. These are defined by open 
standards bodies in corresponding domains. The request instances contain format and 
attribute constraints related to the ASL common data model. For example in the GIS 
domain, getMap request defines a map images’ return format (JPEG, PNG, SVG, 
etc.), height, width, bounding box values, and so on. Format, height and width are 
related to display, but bounding box values are related to the attributes of the data 
defined in its ASL representation provided by ASFS. In this specific example of the 
getMap request, ASVS must both visualize information through the getMap service 
interface and provide a way of navigating ASFS services and their underlying 
database. ASVS make successive queries to the related ASVS to get the ASL data and 
render it to create final display for its clients. 

In ASIS, the task of mediators is to translate requests to the standard service 
interfaces to those of the information/data sources’, and transform the results provided 
by the information source back to the ASIS’s standard formats. For ASFS, the 
returned data is ASL, and for ASVS the returned results can be any kind of display 
format such as images. 

Acting as a proxy of information source, the mediators communicate with an 
information source in its native language and API.  They communicate with ASIS in a 
commonly agreed language (ASL) and Web Service API calls. Because of the 
obvious heterogeneity between different science domains, each will need to extend 
and create its own service interfaces, as well as queries for those services. Using 
common data model-ASL and common services make autonomous resource to be 
integrated into the system in a manageable way. 

The mediators-wrappers enable data sources integrated to the system conform to 
the global data model (ASL) but enable the data sources to maintain their internal 
structure.  At the end, this whole mediator system provides a large degree of 
autonomy. Instead of actual physical data federation, system makes distributed 
querying and response composition on the fly. Mediators perform query and data 
format conversions. 

4 Abstract Components and Matching to Sample Science 
Domains 

GIS is a mature domain in terms of information system studies and experiences. It has 
standards bodies defining interoperable online service interfaces and data models such 
as OGC (Open Geospatial Consortium) and ISO/TC211, but many other fields do not 
have this. We have surveyed two science domains (Astronomy and Chemistry). Table 
1 presents the results briefly in terms of service counterparts (ASIS vs. science 
domains). 

Astronomy has a standards body, the International Virtual Observatory Alliance 
(IVOA), for defining data formats and online services that are somewhat analogous to 
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the OGC standards. FITS (Flexible Image Transfer), Images and VOTable [16] are 
the data models. SkyNodes are database servers with an ADQL (Astronomy 
Distributed Query Language) based SOAP interfaces that return VOTable-encoded 
results. VOPlot and TopCat are two services to visualize the astronomy data in the 
format of VOTable, FITS and images. VOResource and UCD are the metadata 
definition and standards for the service descriptions [17]. 

Chemistry, although a vastly different field, does provide a common data model 
(CML[18]) that can be used to build up Web Services.  Although many research 
groups have investigated service architectures for chemistry and chemical 
informatics, the field has (to our knowledge) no Web Service standards-defining body 
equivalent to the OGC or IVOA. 

Table 1. Components and common data models matching for sample science domains 

 ASIS 

Science 
Domains 

Common 
Data Model 

(ASL) 

  Components 
 ASFS         ASVS 

 
Metadata 

Standard 
Bodies 

GIS GML WFS WMS capability.xml 

schema 

OGC and 

ISO/TC211 
Astronomy VOTable, 

FITS 

SkyNode VOPlot 

TopCat 

VOResource IVOA 

Chemistry CML, 

PubChem 

None NO standard 

JChemPaint, 

JMOL 

None None 

5 ASIS Application to GIS Domain 

Data in GIS are stored in various places using various formats. These formats may be 
closed (i.e., proprietary dependent) or opened, normalized or not. A consequence is 
that the analysis and/or decision-making may be difficult or time-consuming due to 
this heterogeneity of formats. To avoid these drawbacks and in order to facilitate 
accesses and uses of these data, the Open Geospatial Consortium (OGC) defined 
some propositions. These propositions allow accesses to geographical data without 
taking into account physical aspects of communications (i.e., with an URL). They 
also propose a set of parameters, methods and communication rules to simplify 
accesses and manipulations as soon as clients and servers respect them. The Web Map 
Service (WMS) and Web Feature Service (WFS) are two well-known web services 
defined by OGC standards. WMS deal with dynamic production of maps as images, 
built with geo-referenced data. WFS are designed to provide an access and a 
manipulation tool of geographical data within a map. WMS and WFS provide 
standard service interfaces and their operations provide data associated with a 
geographical map or object. Information may be alphanumerical such as a town name 
or graphical such as the segments defining a border of a town. 
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WMS correspond to ASVS in the proposed framework. WMS standard induces 
three main operations. Fig. 3 presents these operations: GetCapabilities, GetMap, 
GetFeatureInfo. The most important facility for WMS is to provide a map from its 
available layers. Parameters such as desired layers, representation styles, size, 
relevant geographical areas, the projection system or the output format must be 
provided to the GetMap operation. The obtained result is a map, which is an image 
that can be displayed by conventional web browsers. This operation corresponds to a 
visualization process. 

The GetFeatureInfo operation corresponds to a query process. An end-user does not 
manipulate structured data but an image. To be able to access data, an end-user must 
select an object on the image. The GetFeatureInfo operation provides this selection. 
Nevertheless, some limits appear in the sense that the provided schema is the set (or a 
sub-set) of available data for this/these object(s). No link is performed with the 
environment of this object. Furthermore, an end-user must be aware of the database 
schema in order to select only a sub-set of available data. This information is kept in 
Capabilities.xml document and provided by GetCapabilities service interface upon 
requests.  

WFS in Fig. 3 correspond to ASFS in the proposed framework. WFS are OGC 
specifications for data access. It describes responses of a Web server to geographical 
data manipulation operations. These operations are based on the CRUD manipulations 
of geographic data based on alphanumeric/spatial constraints: creation (C), read (R), 
update (U) and deletion (D). The formalism used to model data exchanges for the 
WFS specification is GML (Geography Markup Language). GML correspond to ASL 
in the proposed framework. GML is a common data model for geographic data, and 
defined by OGC specifications. It is an XML dialect and is designed to encode, to 
manipulate and to exchange geographical data. The WFS specification defines five 
operations to send queries to a geographical data server and to get answers from it: 
GetCapabilities, DescribeFeatureType, GetFeature, Transaction and LockFeature. Fig. 
3 presents the basic operations of the WFS specification. 

The most important operation for a WFS server is the GetFeature operation. This 
operation delivers data instances typed by features, identifies properties that should be 
delivered and provides the results of spatial and non-spatial queries. Selection criteria 
are defined by using a filter. To get relevant data, a client specifies an object identifier 
in the filter. The WFS server receives the GetFeature query, determines the correct 
database, creates and sends a SQL statement to the database and formats the results. 
The filter is used to manage the “Where” clause of a SQL statement. Spatial data are 
handled with the spatial schema defined in the ISO 19107 norm. Before sending 
results to a client, the server transforms objects using a GML format. 

In summary, Fig. 3 illustrates an application of ASIS in GIS domain. Such a 
framework has been used in some Geo-science projects [19-21] with application 
specific extensions and modifications. 
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